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ABSTRACT
Val author suggests that the apparent calm at

colleges and universities around the country can only be analogized
to that calm which followed the active but peaceful period of the
Civil Rights Movement but preceded the explosion in the nation's
ghettos in 1967. The unimaginative and cavalier response of the
establI.satent and public during the era of peaceful demonstrations is
seen as having left the way open for more violent tactics. At higher
oducati4nal institutions, the focus of student attacks will be the
facility and their tenure system and outmoded pedagogical technology.
LaPtly, the university is viewed as a meeting place for the
revolution where hope for change is nurtured and from whore it
spreads into the larger world. The paper concludes that any "cooling
off" of the campuses is superficial and that its end result may well
be a more totally irrational and violent explosion. (TL)
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An Eerie Quiet

President Kingman Brewster of-Yale University has recently

commented that an 'eerie quietm.has developed on his campus and other

campuses this fall - a qu,st that he cannot explain but nevertheless

welcomes. A high-ranking administrator of The American University

recently told me that he felt the student Movement has died and students

.isms gotten-back to studying as they-did in-the-early 1960's. Thisa

MOWN of the demise of student unrest is shared by many observers as

they note that students are not demanding, rallying, of protesting as

they have in the past two years. All is apparently quiet on the academic

front.

Lis saris quiet is particularly strange when only last spring at

least 760 campuses -. almost a third of the totel ntImber in the United States

- participated in some way in the first natinsal student strike in American

history. Panty raidi and fraternity parties have rot drastically increased

to emppest that things are back the way they werawith the ungenaration of

the 1960's. Then, why do w4 have this quiet? Are all the issues 'students

bone beim raising resolvfti or solved2 storm students simply tired of bases.

pretest and gone unSerground -.11.the Wfttherman claim to Wve dorm? Or, is

ao 711/da-ttrA cabs before tits straw.
OIN ,
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Isuggest that student unrest has not ended and the eerie quiet it not

to be welcomed but seen as a symptom of a poteneelly violent explosion.

In fact, this period might be most accurately viewed as analagous to the

lull between the civil rights marches and the explosions in the ghettoes

across the country. A very uneaey quiet prove:As but it is hardly a "beak

to normalcy" situation-- aslush fund of frustration, rage and despair

exists which may very well erupt this spring in uncontrolled, nihilistic

anger. Any professor who har: spent tiM6 conversing with his students knows

that they :lave not turned to frivolity, fraternity parties and beanies, or

playing frisbee on the campus quid. No indeed, the quiet is e morbid,

morose quiet and the sense of impotence, meanInglessneme, and despair that

Students spoke of two fears ago still exists, perhaps with graetir inteniity

than ever before. Today, howovei, the channels of group expressions of

these Clelinzs have grown closed, leadership is lacking, and rallies senthow

hove not greatly altered academic institutions or solved major national

issues. Professors Still read thcAr dissertaticn notes from the 1930'4,

cuiriculw. lanovations have been hampe:od by current economic pressures and

faculty resistance, and t4a United States io now involved inan invasion

of Woe.

That there have not been massive protests on campuses becamee of the

Laotian invasion should not he surprising to most serious observers. Prior

bathe Mayo. WO, natioaal student strike, war related issues were involved

La only 22 per coat at all sttelent protests. On April 30th, the President

samounced that United State* troops were Veing sent into Cambodia. Strikes

Abed boroiltie occurred at:therata of 20 iday for the following three days.
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On the fourth day, four students were killed at Kent State. Strike activities

then broke out at 100 or more new campuses pox day for the following four

days.1 Thus, in spite of Cambodia, the Kent State' deaths added the vital

fuel to the fire which resulted in the national student strike. Why, then,

should we expect massive deeonstraUene over Laos? Moreover, all the

_ . _ .

dememstrations is Mai, 1970, did little to stop the Cambodian invasion.

This lesson was well.learned.keaceful demonstrations do little to influence

the Indochina War. "Violence occurred ors fewer than S percent of the 760

ceepusespoirticipating in tha.national student strike daring the first two

woks in Map. During the previous two years, an average of 23 percent of

student protests led to violence."2 'If the Indochina War was not, bri itself,

the major ewes, of the 1970 strike and tf relatively peaceful protests showed

,little influence on the Mat, why should we expect great activity with the

imeeeice of Laos instead of the 'present quiet?

Siebert Goheen, President of Princeton University, describes this quiet

as soeshow between disillusion borderine on despair over the failure of

~sots to hens any influence on the Indochina Ar.3 The apparent apathy

of students toward the Laotian invusion is not a sign that campuses have

regeimed their equilibrium, but instead derives from a sense of profo%.:,.

alienation from the government and discouragyent with both student activists

140a Strike ...Shut It Aown r-

im (Chicago, Urban

11Mid. p. 2.

------;Mwswisi.fIn , skStudosta

Poloroory 19, 1971, p. A19.

A Report on the First National Student Strike
Assearch Corporation, 1970). p. 1.

Grow More Tolerant," The Washington Post,



and traditional political activity. By no means ere they uncommitted and

ready to accept what they deem to be immoral or irresponsible. Rather,

their outrage i3 now internalized, their sense of impotence is now greater

than ever before, and. a festering is taking place where open bleeding cannot

be seen. The critical mass of student element., has now reached the level

where the catalyst of another student killing or an American troop in-

vasion of another country in Indochina might very, well trigger a total ex:-

plosion without leadership or direction- It might very well be just as

self- destructive in in appeerace as the ghetto. riots were in the mid-1960's.

Pad, co-opting the previous move.:,4nts through such books as Charles Reich's

The areeslirjg of America and the State of the Union Addresysuggesting that

the Administration is now lending "a revolution, will only further add to

the insult and despair of the students.

Purtlarnore, the images leaders present ere now so nebulous that

students cannot focus on the enemies or the heroes of their cause. Bobby

Wennedy is but a memory. NuowNe McCarthy it reading his poetry to the

abandonment of youth. George NeOevern tnd Admune Nuskie have not taken

positive stands on many vital issues, panticularly racial issues. And,

Michard Nixon is so unreal that some have speculated that if he cut his

finger he wouldn't bleed. Without clear leaders or anglaise, students do

not know hoe to translate their outrage into cheammls that might bring

abort meaningful change. Consequently, the anew has almost reflexively

turned inward to alienation, despair and loneliness. .

ibtabley Urn* hme commented that, "Perhaps student tempers will rise

whet the weather warms up. If so, the prIspect that their frustrations may

erwpt is slolempos seems more plausible thaw the likelihood that they will

play the onaventional political isms that, they feel, has ea, far yielded



thee little in return."1 Just as civil rights marches never greatly altered

the situation of ghetto dwellers teal therefore rage imploded in cities

theirughcut the country, students today have found their marches accomplishing

little and options for change. traditionally available yielding less.

;

The Academie Fachmrt

In the United States, we have used universitiae as 'taros machines to

reproduce the status quo they have been cultural cookie-cutters taking as

their pattern white, sale, Anglo-Saxon; middle-Clasi America. i have often

beard of college graduates referred to as "products" - "Myron Smith, now an

TIM exacutivs, is a laNtst of The Americanilniversity." TWASKAPption is

that the university resembles a factory which take. in hatogenecus raw

aaterial and produces homogeneous products, with the B.A. Saal. of Good

leasekeepinq.5 We all know that human beings are not the same; they are

elptboaogeneous raw material, yet the University strives to ramie these

differences..

Daiversities haw.' functi^ned in our country to produce manpower,6 that

is to fulfill societal needs, often at the expense of manhood, or individual

identities, talents, .,alga eyebrow and needs. The GosellscLaft society of

the past industrial era dehmenises, castrates and molds through its institutions,

Campus Apathy on War," The IfashlnQian !Post,

lebrnary 15, 1971, p. A19.

Alternate FutwAt for Averica (Chicago
. -Ste* *but Theobeld, An

_masilen-isesese,..Zne...1.911114-

%lee Whet! N. lattohins, ZAI_Egiernine Society, (Fats Yorks Frederick
--111-911e4eri1611),p.viti.
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including the university. To this extent, the university is but a mirror

of the :Larger society. Students do not want to be processed and treated as

products made to fulfill manpower needs. Instead, they wish to be considered

as individuals who are being deliberately aided in becoming intelligent

Mohan beings by the university. Students are shouting to their society to

stop programoteg them as tools and. give them an opportunity to be independent,

purposeful individuals, that is, they want to develop their manhood. The

university *Meld uot be a factory mirr-,ring the need* of a Gepellschaft

society, but a beacon leading the way toward Gemeinsdhaft communities, where

men can relate to one another as human beings. The search for individual

identity and the anxiety of meaninglessness in a technological society has

gone far beyond the internalised brooding of the 1950's and erupted in

radical expressions of rage on the university campuses in the sid-l9S3's.

this seer& has not ended today, although the mode of action which involved

rallies and demonstrations may have ended. While individuals may have

round tesgamosey relief and therapy in joining the Woodstock community, the

nerehee on Washington, and the ocemunion of fellow students in the national

strike, the underlying existential anxiety has not bean eliminated or acceprad.

Men ehannels were bpen for the expeession of existential ooncern!, sons hope

wee generated that change night come about. At the very least, a safety

Mcalve wee fogad in the meeting of fellow studeats. Now those channels are

apparently closed and existential anxiety night very ell be turning to

searotia, anxiety culminating in possible pathological rebellion in the near

Mem
.

, .f
7$00.MOIsert Lindner, Nust You Conform? (New York! Grove Press, Ins.,

1,111)



At The American University the quietness overshadows a great deal of

stress. The University Chaplain has reported that tale 'office of the chaplains

hes had a booming business of students seeking counseling.' The suicide

prevention 'Hotline," provided to allow potential suicidils an opportunity

to "talk it over" with someone, has had a tremendous increase in use this

tall, at times averaging up to nineteen and twenty calls per hour. We have

bad numerous cases of assaults by. students on other students and bomb scares

-ere now a weekly occurrence. A sixty thousand dollar fire, believed to be

ceased by an arsonist, destroyed. our Conmunications center. But, some

administrators claim the campus is quiet..

It this is a healthy quiet, than the clearest analogy is the kind of

quiet expressed by the psychopath before his frustrations express themselves

44Bas.encontrollsd rage or in pairvetedamid twisted ways. It is the type

of quiet found in large cities before the ghettoes exploded and drew.tha

attention of the nation: During this period, anger was turned in upon

ghetto dwellers, honooides involved neighbors and members of onela ovn

-family, drug traffic VOA taking a fantastic toll of young people, and the

.peak black male suicide rate Was in the late teens and early twenties age

bracket. finally despair beet the ghetto dwellers as a willow is bent until

&be yaw, tree snapped back in wacontrolled, anger and violent force.4

The mopes today LI a fuming volcano reply tc erupt as the factory wheels

"boutinnirto tern-out-Bieq1K.A. and PhD products.

. learseding to.Dr. Calvin J. frederick of the National Institute of

Nestal Neal ft, thin is a nationwide increase of young suioides.9 This

1 . -.A
V! M1211wa N..Grier and Price N. Cobbs, Black Page, New fork' basic

3eeke,.ASO).

iebruary 1S, 071, p. 71. k1i. see, "Suicide in College,"

p. lo.



is particularly alarming when the white suicide rate has 'enerally peaked

at middle-age. For those who would account for this phenomenon by citing

increased use of drugs, studies have revealed that drugs were involved

less in the suicide group than in a control group. The only other group

which has a peak suicide rate higher than middle-ago whites is young black

males. When accounting for these statistics, some have speculated that

black males sense hopelessness in acquiring their socio-economic manhood

during the early adulthood period.10 Perhaps the same is now true of young

whites as well. Micheal L. Peck, Director of Youth Studies at the Los

Angeles Suicide Prevention Center attributes the rise in young suicides to

_a amiss of hopelessness and an intense feeling of loneliness.11 The iso-

lation, meaninglessness and impotence of the plastic culture is no longer

merely speculated about in avant-garde intellectual circles. It has now

become a form of practicing existentialism by the young. But, can they

tolerate existential frustration enough to prevent it from overwhelming

thee?

A recent Carnegie COmmission study found that nearly half of the under-
..

graduates polled and about one-third of the faculty and graduate students

agree that "meaningful societal change cannot be achieved through tradi-

tional American politics."12 Surely,then, a large number of students are

not ready to seek answers through traditional party politics, especially

in an age when the two parties most nearly resemble each other in platform,

lee Alvin Poussaint, "Is Slack Suicide On the Rise?" Essence

(1900P0Mbev, 1970), p. S. Richard Seiden, Nero Driving Young11707U,
esiedde,°' (August, 1970)) willies 'fancy, "Do Blacks Kate

TbeWelves7 Tr (August, 1970), and Sathert Dendin, Black Suicide,

Wes Tacks sae , Inc., 1909). t

Immaccm, Pebraary 19, 1971.

TiCeit; Becoming Primary Target of Students," (Washington)

pe avenbt.19r,,January 13, 1971, p. A2.
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constituency, and leadership. If petition to the government in the form

& demonstrations and protests in no Longer used, What does the individual

_An to effect social Change? If no inatitutionaliied channels appear open,

does he internalize his fruatration and allow it to build into a slush fund

of anger? And, when that anger erupts, will it bo perverted and twisted or

it it likely to be directed toward meaningful change? Viewed through these

lenses, it is quite apparent that the question to be raised is not - *Are

the students going to be violent?" - but, "when?" To discuss ways of sup,

preening this violence,(example, "getting tough" with dissenteredie to

mvoid the causes of the violence. That is,, suppressing violence is only

treating the symptoms of frustration, and in most cases not even doing that,

but merely fudging the symptoms. The morn important question is, "what

-----aors-aner-bee to do-tobring-about-imeaningfUl change in this society?"

-11Inerican lenders would much rather judge the bleeding than treat the

wounds inflicted on the young and minority groups. When violence erupts,

. it is often a form of bleeding from the psychological, and even

physitel wounds inflicted by a racist, war-oriented, plastic society.

When a mv..1 bleeds, it would be ridiculous to stand back and shout about the

bleeding.' When someone is cut, it is not abnormal for him to bled. The

abnormality is inflicting the cut in the first place:. Yet, Nixon merely

peeend judgment upon his form of Reichstag burning at San Jose, When he

woe eurposedly pelted by rocks and bottles. He did little to treat the

moods.

This tendency to 'judge the bleeding rather than treat the wouad°13

awn be Sound over and over again on college nempuseu as faculty and ad-
,

ministrators ignore requests, petitions nod. peaceful protests until violence.
.

OregnerhAttAndov That Aceree.Ne New Yorks Simone Schuster,
;.` MU. P
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occurs. How many newspapers today really concern themselves with student

issues rather than the sensationalism of potential violence? During the

Spring, 1969, American University revolt, most newspapers ceased covering

the oonfroatation as soon 1-% the possibility of violence was removed, yet

most of the significant progress came quietly in reasoned discussions

between administrators, students and faculty. Like airplanes, universities

only become nentworthy when they crash. Even then more space is alloted

for describing the grim details of the crash than analyzing the causes.

Definitely the era of peaceful demonstration' is over. The "men of

action" have replaced the "men of words"14 in the movement as Carl Oglesby

and Tam Hayden, intellectuals who bean with the civil rights marches and

founded SOS, now find themselves ostracised for their mildness. Eldr$ige

Cleavbr is now regarded as a moderate by some members of the new black

-wave 1S and few would argue that Dr. Spook or Ralph Abernathy are leaders

of the student movement today. This tlirn to violent action cannot be

attributed solely to the movements themselves - the abdication of responsibility

by deoision-makers and the public to treat the issues involved seriously and

imaginatively has left tho'd way open for these stronger tactics. Stifling

student protests which utilise peaceful tactics has very often closed the

cgtioha available for change. Thuu, the situation becomes ripe for militant

action. From a purely tactical point of view, it is a lot easier to plant

"Eric Moiler, The Tree Reliever Crew York, Harper Row, 1951).

INIOnman Cousins, "Reflectione Oa at Revolution," Saturday Review
Clay 17, 1969), P. 22.
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Absorb in a building if you wish to have the "establishment" react with

violence and in turn "politicizes. others, than it is to stand in the streets

and have youribeadbashed in.

Eftadents versus Faculty, Not Administration

Almost every administrator will admit that real power regarding

curriculum change, personnel policies, admission requirements, etc., rest,"

im the hands of time faculty. Tbday, students want to change these policies

,umi procedures and become part of this decision-making proceccs. In a survey

issued br t! Carnegie Commission on Higher Education it was found that

--utetrairee perterit of the undergraduates polled, compered with 39 percent

od faculty, agreed that their education would improve if colleges were

completely governed by student* and faculty. Forty-six percent of the

audergraduates, bat only 20 percent of faculty members favored g

4Mostiests a key role in the appointment and promotion of teachers.lb Students

are nbellengIng the power-to decide and oonsequently are bringing into

Mica such Concepts as tenure and the - distribution of monies. These

are all political questions which have been within the main of competence

,
1,,1),

'f the faculty. *re importantly, they affect the 'rice bowls" of the faculty.

Met is, if courses are interdisciplinary, someone may have to be fired

smi soma departments may not receive die money they had expected for their

ddariellas. ?he midlocre professor might be fired Or prodded to begin

instead of training.

Aleam faculty Becoming PrimerrTerget of Students," JW4shington)

atjesugetatted January 5, 1971,

1
--J
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The te.-.43r system itself may be altered. The tenure system cams about

to protect professors from administratori - to allow them to vote their

opinions freely without the threat of. dismissal. Today it has become a

form of institutionalized mediocrity. To allow student participation on

decision-asking bodies which "advise" administrators as to personnel policies

and tenure is to remove this protective umbrella from tenured professors and,

on tIsa other hand, to save untenured professors from the threat of not

receiving tenure from their colleagues.

Curriculum decisions are equally political in that knowledge is pre-

sently divided into oomgartments structured at least twenty years ago which

ars commonly referred to as departcents. Each department has a faculty

and a budget which it protects by stressing the purity of its particular

discipline. Students today have access to information and are faced

with complex prOblews which undermine this artificial distribution of

knowledge. They knoW that one cannot understand psychological problems

Without undacstaxding sociological structuring of society and that economics

affects political decisions. Moreover, they want to apply knowledge to

the world and its problems. Thus, the curriculum must become more issue-

"'tented and interdisciplinary. To do this, however, would be to affect the

Jobs of professors and budgetary structuring.

eutremely high, espicLally during the current IMMIOSie situation eisra

Cost campuses are fronting hiring and even cutting back eight to ten per

Om* of their Reba* faculty.

this resisting* to curriculum change is especially high the

hunemities and social 'mole/wee. It ie much easier to develop a department

Thus, resistance will be



,war studies in biophysics, and biochemistry than it is to develop studies

in existential peythology and sociolinguistics. Yet, it is in the social

sciences and homanities, where aost of the so- called radical students are

based.

The lack of interdisciplinary educational offerings is buttressed by

the preference of employers for *specialists" and not those withaso-called

,Naoll-rotmded, liberal edUcation." Again, the university mirrors the socio-

---mcomomic demands of the society and provides the necessary manpower. The

internal restraint* of the university and the external demands of the society

*ill allow the American educational system to train specialists to build

missiles while it finds little interest in educating indivicals to ask,

gmtstinns such as *047* an4 'what effectmIll these missiles have on the

.-Adenwed!powleT°

7--ihmthingsmi,m1dologlise and approachei arsttelug brought underTrastion

also. For enamels, the lecture 'retinues developed in the day: before the

-printing press, wheethe only method of educating was by the spoken worst.

Ilby is it that teetering is still, the major forue: educating onAmerican

campuess? Avon evaluation and measurement of learning is an issue. The

usual, way of measuring learning - the credit hour system - is based generally

oa one credit for each hour per week Spent in a formal'classroom. This

is also a oserpeeer from the days before the printing press when man's

total body of lammitedge was small, advanced lea... miry' tee to be had only
, .

Hess puivete baton" and the ketones of sobelars. In those days, hours

-

'Oat la a alamaximi gar vary well have bean a valid measure of a student's

Tadmyr the world is Quite different as the sus of knoWledge in arts

Sad seicacee illiMSOOM at a'paoe unknown to previoue generations. Soaks

'OM



pre easily available, learning can utilize ta;Atte, television and other

audio - visual devices, and there are numerous opportunities outside the class-

rocs and the university for researnh, experiential learning as opposed to

didactic learning, and internships in specialized studies. Classroom hours

mey be an appropriate 11144SUre for progress in grade ech,01, but they are

limiting and stultify education in the contemporary unireceity.17

Consequently, the new line of battle on the campus will probably be

students against ftcotty and perhaps younger, untenured faculty against

tenured faculty. The areas in which students now seek to extend their power

are in the domain controlled by U. faculty, not the administration. Those

without union cards, the untenured, al..!o provide a large number of die-
-.

satisfied members of the academic community who share many of the goals of

students. Sixty to seventy percent of younger faculty members - under

tiexty years old - would be willing to consult students about the content

of MUMS while only &bout cne-third of the older faculty would be willing

to do so."

Cs of the most popular cliches regarding this desire of students to

become involved in the decision-seeking process of the university is the

Aetorioal question, "Should the patients run the hospital First, this

simplistic analogy is assuming the students wish to .ftrun" the university,

dills only the small misocity of student ideologues weld ask to have total

nonage& over a unive.isity. Secondly, one 4AA respond to this ridiculous &t-

aloa With eel equally simplistic analogous question, Can penal reform be

laitiataZ by tbe jilers,* Ito ingot of studs.% opinion and judgmunt is

oruntai be obaegi is the unliessIty,ond it is doubtful that significant
- !

1,iAS Prelidest Donald beelas, listtac to The kissed of Its fuserioan

Taissesity, Jrarsasty



change will bo.brought About through faculty initiative. The preservation

of the rtatus quo is parmount Concern to the faculty. As with a jail,

students are prisoners of a rather traditional institutions they are transi-

tory guests to be dicciplined in thought by the jailers. If they perform

well amd conform to the expectation otthejailers, they will be released

attar tr.= years. The concern of the jailers is not necessarily how effective

they axe in developing the talents.and capabilities of the prisoners, but

testand the convenience to the jailSre. This analogy is even more appro-

priate today when students are literally forced to attend college to survive

is the technological world and, in many cues, to avoid participating in a

war they dery unjust and immoral.

Per Y A Meetimil4lsos for the Revolutton

Abbie loam= remarked at Mofetra a year or so ago that the University

ALeeeting ;dam for the revolutionvand this has indeed been pro-

voke* in the past year. violence now takes place in urban guerrilla

imbibe 'in the Streets" as we average about four bombings per day of

bombs, /plias statilns, courthouses, etc. Just as vectors in factories

despeired of Si:editions in the factOry and gredually came to realise that

Abe sees of their trostration., involved the entire society, to students have

arms! Mooed *emus issues. to 1,30,.there were 1,;$ million college stir:140%U'

didlatbilley we have uvet SA Wiliam from broader Socio-economic, racial,

.

awe MUcio10/ beebereuedis than ewer before.. Thus, the university has become

/1NIAMAlt We FOOult, seaasd Primer/ Target of stutlents," (hsshingtoo)

Imp illameary Se 1,71, P. AA.
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less of an elite institution and more 1 microcosm of the entire society

itself.

De Tooqueville ononcommented that "the evils which are endured with

patienCe so long as they are incurable, seem intolerable as soon as hope

can be entertained of escaping them." Sops has been generated on the

campuses and tho evils of the ghetto, war, poverty and discrimination are

intolerable while the mass media flaunts American affluence before the

eyes of the oppressed.

Student* are aware that the present economic system does notsiliminatq

poverty, the political system does not allow for participation of all citizens,

and the educational system need not rely pad:verily on Skinner-box teaching.

Por those who claim thet"tativersities have failed, I would counter that

they certainly have not. In fact, they somehow have succeeded in making

largo numbers of young people aware of the possibilities for change and they

have somehow mated a generation of critical thinkers. But, just as the

neurotic often sees reality only too clearly and does not have the healthy

illusion* 'normals" maintain, so students refuse to accept onsplioity and
.

the illusions of the system. They know that "law and order" means we who

have power. will make the laws and you Who do not have the power had better

keep the oxder."19. They know the moral duplicity of a society which uses

violence traditionally to achieve its ends, yet Condemns it when those out

of poser sae violence, and they know that American institutions have been

used as soros meabines to reproduce the status quo.

Iftemie Lemma, spec& delivered at TM American University, Washington, D.C.,
Vbsember 14, MO.
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. Granted, White youths have more "options" available than blacks because

then can become part of the class system. Slacks have generally been the

emote within the class society. But the student revolt today is concerned

with existential questions regarding the worth of and the role of in-

dividual rf,ponsibility. Is it really worthwhile to join the business

commamity,teke pert in oppressing otherz, lose tour menh2od, and make

Midi") a year?

That is happening among students is more than a revolt within the uni-

versity-factory. no .1.ongar are young people merely asking for a quantitative

"slice of the pie' .; they are asking whether.the pie is worth eating in the

first place. That is. they'are speaking of qualitative as well as quantitative

dienge." This is Oita different than the factory rtvoits at the turn of

pra'heiciseolution that-roderminea tradAtionalaseumptions

-imd aUlteril forms.--And, it iiexamtly-dhatthi-. liberally-educated-should

be doing critically leading tie society in promoting change. The ativersity

may very well be approaching the role of beacon, and not merely mirror, of

the society.

The "cooliag off" of the Carpus.' is as superficial as taking medicine

to treat the symptoms of a migraine headache. The causes still exist and

may be inVasifying without even the relief of symptomatic expression.

The previfs.assoastratices may have been but the froth and foam above pools

ed sepsyfeelings which ace daily growing deeper.' This may not be a period
.

et Ostssatcathor icedmaic front, but a time of strategic withdrawal for

eamsoiatmemilisatioxorewletential anxieties Aar ethers, and growing anger

apftwe Keneotts Semistoe, *You Sams to Crow lip in Scarsdale to 114We NOMtd 1,4.110. "Ant Are,' gejejniugggissiwa. April 27, 1069.
; ..
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and despair for sit. The end result of the "eerie tranquillity'21 could

vary well be a more totally irrational violent explosion than any of us

could Imagine. Indeed( all is not quiet on the aoadenic front.

nom or t5 Cooling of Amerioa," Tine (February 22, 19V).
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